
With 4 days counted and 2 dropped George 
Stead and I share the series lead with Neil 
Purcell just 1 point behind.

A brief moment of speed for Kevin and Tom

State of the Pond

I finally recovered the orange buoy which had 
been in the shallows of the far corner of the pond
for some months. It was out of reach of my boat 
hook so I put a hook on the end of an old 
extending window washer and this was barely 
enough to get to it. 

I then noticed that another buoy, a white one, 
had broken its weights and gone to shore. I 
replaced it with the orange and will fix this.

This rather pretty boat pottered around.

Richard Plinston, President NZRYS

Next Week(s):

May 14: Mother's Day - fun day
May 21: Winter Series 2
May 28: Winter Series 3
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Aggregate Match Race Series 6

There was almost no wind in the morning, the 
Electrons only managed to get a handful of 
races finished. By 2pm, though, there was some

from variable 
directions. It settled 
more of less as a 
shifty westerly and 
there was enough to 
start racing.

Photo left: Sometimes 
the wind died away 
completely.

With 8 members racing, there were only 16 
races to get through. We kept 2 on the course 
all the time but even with a  course using the 
short arm of the pond we ran over the 4pm 
mark by a few minutes.

A couple of race starts were made in very light 
wind with one being given a penalty for not 
getting behind the line in time. I was one of 
those but managed to do my penalty turn with 
almost no wind and so did not lose much 
distance.

Top boat today was 
Kevin Webb (left) 
who won all 4 of his 
races. Simon 
Adamson was 2nd 
after winning 3 races.
He could have won 
his last race but ran 
into a twig when in 
the lead and had to 
struggle to the path 
to clear it, losing too 
much time.
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